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Display your quarter collection in this educational Collector Map. Openings for all 56 National
Park Quarters. Big 13" x 16.5" acid-free archival safe board construction is inert and safe for your
coins. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of 2008 requires quarters, beginning in 2010, to
have designs on the reverse depicting one national site in each state, the District of Columbia,
and the five territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56) different designs will complete the
program from 2010 through 2021. Color map/interior. [[Can be hung on wall by grommets in
corners.]]

About the AuthorMisty E. Vermaat has more than 25 years of experience in the field of computer
and information technology. In addition to consulting in the field, she was an Associate Professor
at Purdue University Calumet, teaching or developing Microsoft Office, computer concepts,
database management, systems analysis and design, and programming courses. Since 1990,
Ms. Vermaat has led the development of the Shelly Cashman Series and has written or co-
authored numerous Series textbooks, including many editions of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS,
DISCOVERING COMPUTERS FUNDAMENTALS and Microsoft Word books.
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Collector's Folder: District of Columbia and Territories, Philadelphia and Denver Mints
(Warman's Collector Coin Folders) National Park Coin Single Mint Folder 2010-2021 National
Park Quarter Foam Map National Park Quarter P&d Mint Album 2010-2021



Franny B., “Nice map for displaying your national parks quarters coin collection. I'm a collector at
heart. So I was really excited when I received this as a Christmas gift this past holiday season. It
combines my love for U.S. national parks/monuments with a collection, while not taking up much
real estate (unlike my Starbucks mug collection, lol). I didn't even realize that the U.S. Mint had
this national park series--and I was surprised to know that it started in 2010!!I showed this map
to my 5 yo niece, and she thought it was pretty cool and decided that she wanted to collect the
quarters too. So I bought her a collectors map of her own for her 6th birthday. She was so
excited about it too! We must be related. :) It's also been a great tool to help her learn her U.S.
geography. We both look forward to receiving change now, because we check the backs of all
the quarters to see if it's one not already in our possession (I keep a checklist in my Notes app
on my phone).This collector's map is not expensive at all, and it brings such joy to collectors
both young and young-at-heart! A great find!Take note though, that this map is meant to
permanently hold the quarters you place in each slot. It is very difficult to remove the quarters or
even rotate them once they are pushed in, and attempting to remove a quarter may actually
cause damage to the map, FYI.”

Shelley Herron, “Quarters stay in; hanging grommets a bonus.. The fillers where the quarters go
were a little difficult to get out, but this is exactly what I was looking for. The quarters stay in and
the hanging grommets are a nice bonus.”

Ebook Library Reader, “As Advertised. No complaints.”

annette, “Just right,. Love love love this. So fun to fill in. Only one quarter left. My son got this for
me and I liked it so much I got one for my sister.”

AndRoo, “Sturdy and good looking. The layout of coin holes and states is very good, I like it. This
is a nice pair to our State Quarter folder from the same publisher. Once you insert the coin into
its hole you will struggle to get it back out without damaging the map, so make sure you do it
right. This folder is large so be aware of that when buying. I chose this over the smaller ones
based on the better reviews and I am glad I did. It is certainly not flimsy yet not too heavy, it will
keep the coins safe.”

Kristine, “Great!. We have multiple sets using this Collector’s Map. Perfect.”

Adrian, “Good Quarter map I have used for years. I have been using this brand of quarter map
since 1999, good construction. Only thing is if you try to get the coins out for whatever reason, it
is a bit difficult, may need to hit the back of the map to get the coins out, overall great map, no
complaints.”



Mandy Bucko, “Fab album. The quarters look fab in the album and you get a map too”

Roberto Arias García, “Muy bueno. Excelente artículo, el material es duradero y de calidad, en
cuanto al envío, llegó en tiempo estipulado, el producto integro y sin golpes.”

jane poole, “Five Stars. Thankyou for an excellent hift”

Michelle, “Five Stars. Product itself is perfect, shipping to Canada took a while but that’s Canada
post’s fault, but be aware.”

juju12, “Bon achat pour collectionner les quarters. Bon achat pour collectionner les quarters
NPStyle classique- pour les adultesDautres modeles existent pour les enfants.”

The book by Eric Larson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 198 people have provided feedback.
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